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There were 15 senior officers at the Combined Command. Most of them were troopers, like Deverich, or pilots who
had been on staff at the academy. Francesco, being the colonel's assistant in the classroom, was one of them. Jute, a
quartermaster who had served at Staff College, was another. There were no historians, no psykers or scientists, no

clerics, social scientists, or any of the kind. The small, compact radar detectors, the only unit of the combined
command not mounted in a wheeled chassis, stood a little apart from the others. They were of no particular use, or

at least they didn't appear to be, and had been used for target practice in a number of the exercises at the Combined
Command, which went for about three weeks, then disbanded. They weren't used to check on approaching ships,

and this one was a good distance away. It was too late to turn back now, but Francesco was surprised there wasn't
any kind of visual or acoustic warning. No lights, no laser or flak bursts, no alarms. 0 0 1 99 f6 YES! 100% correct on

the SAT. f 1 0 0 1 19 Cadet Wilco, On behalf of the administration I would like to congratulate you on receiving a
perfect score on your SAT. Not in the entire history of StarCon Academy has a cadet achieved such high marks. You
should be proud. 1 0 0 2 19 On the recommendation of our test analysis computer system, you are to begin training
for Captaincy aboard one of our fine star cruisers. Captain Quirk will post your assignment. You've done the academy
proud! Sincerely, (Current Chief Commanding Officer's name here.) 2 1 0 1 99 Your test results--maybe you ought to

have it framed.
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Pilots use different techniques to achieve the best possible performance. By hovering over the features on the
aircraft, the main engine and aux fuel systems can be compared individually and effects of trimming applied. While

the FMC and systems are able to be simulated in full detail, the sim-pilot can set the engine sound alone to a custom
choice or even turn it off completely. Other individual engine sounds can be chosen for the main and nose engines of

the aircraft. As his first officer pointed out, someone was sending a large number of fighter interceptors down
towards the ground, moving in formations designed to take down his marines quickly in close quarters. This was

actually a welcome sight, as it meant they were not the ones they were being lured into a trap. As the raiders neared
the land, the battery from the supporting Orbital Defense Platform opened fire, striking the fighter jets as they

spread out to cover the landing zone. As the shooting started, Wilco glanced at his first officer with a smile. Sitting in
the cavernous cargo bay of the XENO-5 Razor, Jonas Wilco stared out of the porthole, entranced by the endless sea
of stars as they streaked across the darkness of the deep void, and thought of his heroic deeds in space. He and his

crew had been mobilized to deal with a similar threat, and had been spending their last days training the Waco
Rangers in the basics of ship-to-ship tactics, as the plan was to send two of the Waco Rangers in to wipe out the

raiding force before it could do any damage. Wilco's first officer had been concerned that their tactics didn't seem to
be working, as none of their target interceptors seemed to be actually getting destroyed by the Razor''s defense

system. 5ec8ef588b
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